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Acknowledgment 
A paper by J. K. Omura, "Lower Bounding Method for Channel and 
Source Coding Probabilities," appeared in the February issue of Information 
and Control (Vol. 27, No. 2, 1975). A method to derive lower bound (sphere 
packing bound) to the error probability of channel coding for rates below the 
capacity was suggested in the first part of it. 
Exactly the same formula for the sphere packing bound had been obtained 
somewhat earlier for more general semicontinuous memoryless channels by 
just the same method and was published in the paper E. A. ApyTIOHnH 
"OI~eHKH alZCIIOHeHTI~I Bepo~ITHOCTH OliiH6i<~i ~:I~ IIO.nyHelipepl~iBHOrO 
I~aHaJia 6e3 IlamaTi4," YIpo6Jiez~Bi ilepe~am~ vlHdpop•ialII4H, T. 4, BNIII. 4, 
1968, cTp. 37-48. (For an english translation see Problems of Information 
Transmission, Vol. 4, No. 4, 1971.) 
It should be noted that this formula appeared in R. E. Blahut's "Hypothesis 
Testing and Information Theory," IEEE Trans. on Information Theory, 
Vol. 20, No. 4, 1974, also with no reference to the mentioned paper by 
Aroutunian. 
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